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TO THE

SONS OF THE EMPIRE

SERVING THE QUEEN IN SOUTH AFRICA

" Where is your Queen's Highway ?
"

" Tell us where have an end

Earth-bow and ocean-bend
;

There, O stranger, is end

Of our Queen's Highway."



A Prophecy for Prologue

THE MOTHER AND THE SONS

[Written 1887 for a Jubilee Masque.]

I.

Sons in my gates of the West,

Where the long tidesfoam in the dark of the pine,

And the cornlands crowd to the dim sky-line,

And wide as the air are the meadows of kine,

What cheerfrom my gates of the West ?

" Peace in thy gates of the West,

England our mother, and rett,

In our sounding channels and headlandsfrore

The hot Norse blood of the northland hoar

h lord of the wave as the lords ofyore,

Guarding thy gates of the West,
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A PROPHECY FOR PROLOGUE

" But thou, O mother, be strong

In thy seasfor a girdle of towers,

Holding thine own from wrong ,

Thine own that is ours.

Till the sons that are bme of thy bone,

Till the brood of the lion upgrown

In a day not long,

Shall warfor our England's own,

For the pride of the ocean throne,

Be strong, O mother ,
be strong!"

II.

Sons in my gates of the morn,

That steivard the measureless harvest gold

And temples and towers of the Orient old,

From the seas of the palm to Himalya cold
y

What cheer in my gates of the morn ?
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A PROPHECY FOR PROLOGUE

" Fair as our India's morn,

Thy peace, as a sunrise, is born.

Where thy banner is broad in the Orient light,

There is lawfrom the seas to Himalya's height,

For the banner of might is the banner of right.

Good cheer in thy gates of the morn"

III.

From the isles of the South what word?

Gallant sons of the South ! for that trumpet rang

high,

When "
England's are ours

" was the gathering-

cry,

" And a thousand will bleed ere our Gordon shall

die."

From my sons of the South what word?

"Mother, what need of a word

For the love that outspoke with the sword ?



A PROPHECY FOR PROLOGUE

In the day of thy storm, In the clash of the power's,

WJien thy children close round thee grown great

with the hours,

They shall \now who have wronged thee if
1

England
1

! be ours.'

We bring thee a deedfor a word.

" But thou, O mother, be strong

In thy seasfor a girdle of tower
's,

Holding thine ownfrom wrong,

Thine own that is ours.

Till the sons that are bone of thy bone,

Till the brood of the lion upgrown

In a day not long,

Shall warfor our England's own,

For the pride of the ocean throne,

Be strong, O mother, be strong"
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The Queen's Highway

[TJte Colonial troops on the
"
Nineveh," bound for South

Africa, cheer General Buller on the " Dunottar Castle,"

passing them on th

WHO is it chases us mile on mile,

And races us bow with bow ?

Troopers ho ! of the good South Isle,

Line we the rail and know.

O the flag she bears is ours and theirs

Who rule on the highway green,

And yonder aboard is the Queen's war-lord

On the errand of the Queen.
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THE QUEEN'S HIGHWAY

And it's Up and send him a long sea shout

Over the highway green :

For the men of the good South Isle are out

To back the word of the war-lord stout,

And speak with the men of the Vaal that flout

The banner of the Queen.

Hearken it, messmates, hearken again

Over the sea-way broad,

England answering, frank and fain,

The cheer of the Queen's high-road.

O the lord of war is of Northland far,

And swords of the South are we,

But we muster and sail at a signal hail

From the Lady that holds the sea.
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THE QUEEN S HIGHWAY

And it's East and West and North and South,

And a thing that never has been ;

For the land of snows and the land of drouth,

Northward and West and East and South,

They gather and go to the cannon's mouth

For the banner of the Queen.



Kilt or Khaki?

[The Gordons, given the optinn of fighting 'without the

kilt, which had drawn the enemy's fire, preferred to

'wear
it."]

WILL we leave the hill-tartan at home ?

Will a Highlander cover the knee

For a dread of the bullets that come

The thicker where Highlanders be ?

Will we leave the old kilt in her shame,

When the pipes to the battle-dance go,

When the bonnets are flouting the flame ?

Brother Highlanders, answer
it,
No !
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KILT OR KHAKI r

For by lilt of the kilt, by the swinging foot free,

By the twinkle of sporran a-dance at the knee,

By the toss of the bonny hill-tartan a-lee

'Tis the Gordons, the Gordons are out.

She has tasted all weathers of war

From the West to the Himalay glen ;

She has taught all the fighters that are

What like are the kirtle-clad men.

O she brushed the hot Frenchman away

When we turned at Corunna with Moore ;

Ay, and broke him on Waterloo day,

Will she hide then at home from the Boer ?

Nay, by lilt of the kilt, by the swinging foot free,

By the twinkle of sporran a-dance at the knee,

By the toss of the bonny hill-tartan a-lee

'Tis the Gordons, the Gordons are out.



KILT OR KHAKI?

Let him shoot from the hill-top his best

On the tartan that hunts him below.

There's a way from the foot to the crest ;

'Tis the way the green tartan will go.

There'll be kilties left in for the spring

When it pipes to have done with the fight ;

There'll be kilties left o'er for the fling

We will dance on his laager to-night.

O by lilt of the kilt, by the swinging foot free,

By the twinkle of sporran a-dance at the knee,

By the toss of the bonny hill-tartan a-lee

'Tis the Gordons, the Gordons are out.
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A Race for the Guns

[October 2ist, 1899.]

NORTHWARD and South, Southward and North !

The Devons are out and the Gordons forth.

The Boer lies close on the hill-top's lee

To learn if the Briton be better, or he.

Southward and North, Northward and South,

We'll teach it him soon at his gun's red mouth.

Northward and South, Southward and North,

To-day we carry the Island's worth.

'Tis the Boer with his best, and the game is

rough.

Oh ! Devon and Dee they are Britain enough.
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A RACE FOR THE GUNS

Then ho ! for Northland, and ho ! for South,

And the race is set to the red gun-mouth.

Merry men we of the good Queen Bess,

Merry we march for a Queen not less.

Fighters grim of the roaring Glen,

Grim as of old are the mountain men.

Merry or grim, we will race it fair ;

And the Boer, if he bide us, may judge it there.

Dee and Devon, the storm's a-blow :

Devon and Dee, in its teeth we go.

Stumble and drop the stout south men,

Bonnets are down of the roaring Glen.

But near is northland, near is south

To the Boer and his best at the gun's hot mouth.
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A RACE FOR THE GUNS

Devon and Dee we have kept the pace ;

Lost or won is the fighter's race.

Judge it us, Boer ! is it South or North

Best has carried the Island's worth ?

He has given it North, he has given it South,

The Boer who sleeps at the dead gun-mouth.
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Quiet
"

Symons

[Sir William Perm Symons, buried in the fag among the

enemy, October, 1899.]

IN earth of England over-sea,

In England's flag for winding-sheet,

Lie patient here ; nor vex it thee

This noise awhile of alien feet.

Wrapped in our England's honour, wait,

Her soldier at her foeman's gate.

It wraps thee well : right English thou,

The still in word, the stark in will.

Lie patient, for thou knewest how ;

And., stiH in life? in death be still,
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"QUIET" SYMONS

Whose blood was of the Peaceful Folk,

Whose sword the first our foemen broke.

Lie patient. Thine was deed enough,

That smote the Vaalman's vaunting first,

And lettered on yon flaming bluff

Valour of England stern as erst,

Though stricken by the mortal shower

Thou liest, to abide her hour.

We come, again we come : thy grave

Our kingdom's threshold-charm the while,

Till roar of our returning wave

Be requiem from thy mourning Isle.

O then, before the foeman's gate,

In England's honour folded wait.
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On the Queen's Deck

[Ladysmith, October $otb, 1899.]

JACKETS of blue,

The merry and true,

Blest be the billow that rolled up you;

Rolled you away

From the far salt bay,

Dropping you down with your gun to-day,

Dropping you light,

Ready and right,

Plump in the heart of the landsman's fight,
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ON THE QUEEN S DECK

When a day half-done

Is a day not won,

And it's half o' the Cape for a gun, a gun !

#

" Blue jackets we

From the rolling sea

That rolls up a tar where the fight may be ;

Water or land,

If the Lady command,

Merry Blue jackets come ever to hand.

Ship of the Queen

Is a hillock o' green

For Jackets of blue and their gun between :

Sea-way enough

Are valley and bluff

For the dance that goes to the music gruff.
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ON THE QUEEN'S DECK

Room in your line !

Brother of mine,

Room for his music and Jack o' the Brine !

Grows the fight warm

Of the Dutchman swarm ?

Sea-legs are steadier more is the storm.

Bowls who can play

In the tumble and sway

Happen may win in the rubber to-day.

Handily there,

Mates, lay her yare,

Ware us out yonder, Long Tom, have a care.

One. And one more.

Aft (look) and fore.

Three. Gunner Dutchman, how call you the

score ?

Silence and smoke !
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ON THE QUEEN S DECK

Mounting-gear broke !

Who but Long Tom will be sorry he spoke ?
"

Lads of the sea,

Merry live ye,

Playing such bowls on the landsman's lea.

Heaven send us you,

Fighters in blue,

Next when a soldier is one to the two.

Worst be our plight,

Send you but right

Plucking our luck from a back-going fight ;

Send us but you,

Jackets of blue,

Where are the fighters will talk with the two?



A Royal Salute

\Ladysmith, November
pfl&, 1899.]

BOOM, boom, boom !

What is it saying, the voice of the gun,

Pealing again when the fight is done,

Pealing in vain when the Boer has run ?

What is it the cannon saith ?

Boom, boom, boom !

Hour on hour from the dawn-lit cloud

The wrangling hill-tops, battery-browed,

Thundered long and they thundered loud :

And now was it hush with death.
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A ROYAL SALUTE

Boom, boom, boom !

Hearken again and again, again

Never a foe but the foemen slain

Britain burning her powder in vain !

What is it the cannon saith ?

Boom, boom, boom !

Seven and seven and seven they were,

The words of the gun upon Afric air.

'Tis a health they sound to the Island's heir

At the feast of his birth to-day.

Doom, doom, doom !

Voice of Britain beyond the sea.

Hearken it, foemen, hearken it ye :

For the Prince is ours, and yours will be

When the cannon has said the say.
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The Dove of War

GRAY wing, gray wing, out of the blue

Sailing to dovecot down,

Home again led by the airy clue,

Home from the leaguered town,

Thought hast none but to bask in sun,

Sleeking a weary plume,

And under thy wing is the secret thing,

An army's glory or doom.

Give it me, give me, voyager light,

Poster of cloud and sky :
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THE DOVE OF WAR

Open thy wallet and tell us aright :

Friends do they win, do they die?

Poster of air, can the scroll be fair

Which my hand is so numb to part ?

Careless one, speak ! It is hearts will break,

For every letter a heart.

O the writ is fire, O the words are flame !

Burning and sweet they be.

" He has broken the foe for the Island's name ;

And broken in death is he."

Glory and death are thy tidings' breath :

Bird, and thou heedest not.

Glory and doom : and thou sleek'st a plume

In the sunshine of the cot.
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Reverse

WHAT ! we stormed and stormed again,

Stormed in vain ?

What ! before their trenches rest,

Fallen our best ?

Tell our England news of ill,

Word but one she knows

Only
" Close the rank," and still

Only close."

Blow and blow and blow :

Ha ! and went it so ?

Fights will backward go.

Close the rank up, ho !
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REVERSE

What ! the merry lads we sent,

Battle-spent ?

What ! the toll is over-dear,

Blood and tear ?

Men, who bleed for England's right,

Wives, who weep the son,

One's the word shall steer the fight,

Only one

Close the rank up, ho !

So we fought them, so,

Fights of long ago.

Close, and forward ho !



Digging the Grave

(AFTER MAGERSFONTEIN)

[
u
Sixty-three Highlanders were laid in one grave. The

Engineers <wbo dug were crying all the time"']

SHOVEL and pick, and a moonlight broad

On the soil of the veldt up-heaven.

Pillow and bed for dreamless head

Comrades nine times seven.

Lantern o' moon, too broad ye shine,

Shining on soldiers' tears :

The sobs come thick in the pause of pick ;

What do we reck who hears ?
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DIGGING THE GRAVE

Sixty and three were the lads at dawn,

Lusty and light were they.

What is he whom the moonbeams see ?

Four arms' burden of clay.

To-morrow we'll up when our lads are hid,

And batter the Dutchman's door.

What is it to these who wins, who flees,

Eyes that see it no more ?

Wonder of battle and men that die,

A wonder that will not away.

Ours is the good they have bought with blood ;

What of the good have they ?
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The Queen and Her Captain

[December i8tb, 1899.]

" GREY fighter, whom thy Queen would send

To steer my war again,

Say, how shall hand my banner fend

When heart's so full of pain ?

" The doubtful field that gives thee call

Our battle up to bear,

A boy that lies thereon was all

Thine honours have of heir."
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THE QUEEN AND HER CAPTAIN

" My Queen, the boy has lived not ill

Who paid so blithe his debt.

Thy fighter old may work thy will,

For all his eyes be wet :

" So dear a voice across the sea

So clear is calling on,

4 The deed to thee, O father, be,

For which thou gav'st a son.'
"
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" When all her sons are out
"

\fTJie "Sons of the Empire" at Cape Colony, November,

1899J

" WHAT mean ye by the shouting,

What mean ye by the throng,

Why look your eyes so fain on us

The sounding street along ?

And why be wet your eyes with tears,

As men that suffer wrong,

And wherefore do they shine, as men

That gird them to be strong?"
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" WHEN ALL HER SONS ARE OUT

O Strangers and O Brothers

In one far Island's name
;

O Children of the Ocean-men

By favour and by frame,

And lightsome tread, and bearing

Another yet the same,

Our eyes are wet for lacking you,

And shine because ye came.

Without the fold we heard it

The mountain hunger growl :

Within the fold we bare it

The silence and the scowl.

They said the Island arm was short

To smite the wolf a-prowl.

But here are ye to answer them

That speak fair England foul.
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"WHEN ALL HER SONS ARE OUT"

O long we bode, and long we bore,

And thrifty speech we spoke,

As, kin with kin, we gave the word,

The watchword of the Folk ;

And hid the loyal fire the while

In smoulder and in smoke :

Ah ! Friends, your foot upon the shore !

And frank in flame we broke.

O Children of the Ocean-men

That ring the world about
5

O brood of North and brood of South,

For pride of you we shout.

For pride our eyes are wet, or shame

That ever love could doubt

If England's right were England's might,

When all her sons are out.
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The Nun Under Fire

[Mafeking, 1899.]

How is it come that I am not in dread,

Being woman, not fighter,

In the roar of the war, in the face of the dead,

In the aim of the smiter ?

Terror around, and below me trouble,

Cry of the stricken, the hurt man's drouth,

Crash of the bone, and the red up-bubble,

Till I think it is hell that has oped her mouth.

O what has given

This shaken sod

A hush of heaven,

A peace of God ?
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THE NUN UNDER FIRE

Mad is air with the muskets' blast :

I kneel and I fear not.

Death in a shriek at my ear went past,

I heal and I hear not.

I hearken a sound all sounds out-braving,

"
Love," it whispers,

" outcasteth fear :

"

Though hell's mouth open must Love go saving;

Or how is it else I am kneeling here ?

O this has given

The shaken sod

A hush of heaven,

A peace of God.



The Padre

[Chaplain Hill under fire. November, 1899.]

SLING of storm and sting of hail,

Drift of death on burning gale,

Priest, abide them !

Thine are these who climb the height,

Where the trenches' bickering spite

Shrieks to guide them.

Priest, who know'st of Life and Death,

Brook must thou the furnace breath,

Thou beside them.



THE PADRE

Dread the path is of our wending,

Comrades dear:

Dread : but with the furnace blending

One is near ;

Never shot but has a sending,

Be of cheer :

Never fighter but hath fending,

Comrades dear.

Gasp and stumble, sob and reel,

Clutching hand and clashing steel !

Death has found him.

Prop him here, the rock behind :

Prop ; and ere night's bandage blind

Close has wound him,

Give him, priest, the Gift that speeds
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THE PADRE

Whom the Hand of Shadow leads,

Darkness round him.

Great the journey where thou goest,

Brother mine.

Take and eat the bread thou knowest

Bread divine:

Drink the cup whose wine thou trowest

Living wine.

Strong is He with Whom thou goest,

Brother mine.

Cease and hide me, lest the death

Smite the life that ministreth ?

Never think it !

Where the death
is,

there must I,

Posted by the Captain high,
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THE PADRE

Stand nor blink it.

If the cup be thine and mine

Of the ghostly battle-wine,

See, we'll drink it.

Part in peace to holy places,

Comrade dear,

Where the eternal Love unbraces

Warrior's gear,

And from mortal brows untraces

Stain of tear.

There the dawning angel faces

Be thy cheer.
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England's Isles

[/
"

besieged places."]

FLAP of waters that surge and reel

On the sea-cliff threshold hoar:

Sap and suck of the tides that steal

Mining the island floor;

Clap and crash of the breaker's peal,

Buffets that beat the door.

Never to win

Is a pathway in,

And ever the toil and toss :

For this is the isle of England old,
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ENGLAND S ISLES

And here the fence of her ocean-fold,

And wind is blown nor billow is rolled

Can carry the storm across.

Spring of flame on the battery-scarred

Rim of beleaguering hill :

Wing on air of the swooping shard,

Shrieking to clutch and kill
;

Spring and sting, and a fighter marred,

And a fighter his place will fill.

Siege and sap,

But never a gap

In the fortress lines we drew.

For this is an isle of England old,

English breasts for a fence of fold,

And steel is forged nor the steed is foaled

Can carry the Vaalman through.
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ENGLAND S ISLES

Drought and dearth, and a plague that crawls

From the meadow's rankle and reek :

Doubt that climbs, and a pulse that falls,

Pallor of sunken cheek :

Bout of battle on roaring walls,

And to battle upflame the weak.

Hunger and hate

They watch us and wait ;

But long they may watch the while:

For here is an isle of England old,

And stout she bides in her fence and fold,

And song is sung nor the tale is told

Of stormer that won the isle.
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The Lads that Wear the Green

HEARKEN it passing along the veldt ,

Under the peep of day,

"
On, lads all,

to the rattle and pelt,

And Ireland show us the way."

For behind his barrel the Boer he knows

It's ill to wait till the Irish close,

And he's home the surer the sooner he goes,

If Ireland's playing the play.

Ever the lads when the bangs begin

Are the lads that wear the green.

Gun may spurtle and ball may spin,
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THE LADS THAT WEAR THE GREEN

Gaps be thick and the rank be thin,

But we'll fight it out if a fight we're in,

And the Irish way is the way to win

For love of the Island's Queen.

O Ireland's own, the boys we've lost,

For all so bold they are,

Their sod is tossed, their graves are cross-ed

Under the stranger star.

Merry they fought an,d mute they lie,

And the wind of the veldt goes wailing by,

And 'tis all they'll have to sorrow and sigh,

So far from Erin, so far.

But not for that, when the bugles blow

In the quarrel of Good the Queen,

Not for that, when the fight's a-go
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THE LADS THAT WEAR THE GREEN

We'll stint the rush of the plumes a-row,

The plumes above and the points below,

Gay lads charging for Ireland ho !

And the Lady that gave the Green.



Hands Along !

[Passing tbt river."]

HANDS along ! hands along !

Wide the stream and the stream is strong.

Hands along !

A foe beyond and a flood between,

Shoulder-high from green to green,

And England treading the ford.

A live-link chain from lip to lip :

England spanning the ford.

Stanch and stanch be the ringers' grip ;

Hold, chain, if a comrade slip,



HANDS ALONG!

Heave, chain, if the wet ways dip

'Twixt board of river and board.

Hands along ! and the live chain flows

Sward and river and sward :

Hands upcouple and hands unclose,

Foot dips in for the foot that rose,

And ill's the morrow for England's foes

With England over the ford.

Hands around ! Hands around !

Wide is earth from bound to bound.

Hands around !

A world to hold, and a sea between >

A world to hold for the Island Queen,

And England treading the deep.

A live-link chain from shore to shore ^

England hemming the deep.
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HANDS ALONG!

Live-link chain of the son* she bore,

Girdling earth and her corners four,

Isles of summer and northland hoar,

And the wandering mid-wave heap.

Hands around ! and the girdle goes

Wide as the wide earth-sweep.

Hands around ! and it's woe the foes

Bidding us out to the change of blows,

England's own of her island-closey

And her own beyond the deep.
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V.R.I.

1819 1900

THRICE and thrice and thrice of nine,

Queen, who seest April shine,

Are the seasons numbered thine.

Seasons of a Prince's date

Mystical and fortunate,

Chiming with Her People's fate.

Lo ! the crowning year is run,

Doom was spun and deed is done^

Lo! the new thing under sun-
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VR.I.

Doom thy dawning eyes beheld,

Lady crowned with holy eld,

Tell us, was it truly spelled ?

Empty isles and endless sea,

Homes in ocean of the free,

These were heaven's dower to thee

Sundered empire, under sun

Rival-less and dreamed of none ;

Peoples many, were they one.
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V.R.I

Mother heart, that bindest all,

Fortunate and mystical,

See this crown of seasons fall.

Rang thy word beyond the sea,

Sprang the swords of all the free,

Sprang a world to girdle Thee.

Joy be thine beneath the sun :

Race is run and goal is won :

Queen, thy Many are the One.
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